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OURDUMPTRAILERSARETHEMOST
DURABLEANDSAFEONTHEMARKET

OJB-industries' dump trailers are t op of t h e lin e

du m p t r ailer s for the customer who demands
quality. Our trailers will match and even outperform
any trailer in the industry.

EXTREMELYSTABLE= EXTREMELYSAFE!

OJB-industries is a leader in innovative agricultural equipment. Our company combines a long
history of family dairy farming with an international background in mechanical and industrial
engineering. We are continuously striving to improve the performance of our existing products and
to innovate new products with the farmer in mind. Currently, OJB-Industries offers three different
dump trailers; the 18 ton (OJB-ST18), 28 ton (OJB-ST28) and truck mount dump trailer. Weather
you have a small or large operation, we have the trailer that suits your needs.

18 TONDUMPTRAILER
The economical affordable dump trailer
The 18 ton dump trailer is perfect for medium sized
tractors. It has a water volume of 35 cubic meters
and a heaped capacity of 44 cubic meters. The
simplicity of the design and its robust construction
provide low maintenance. The versatile box will fit
on any standard truck scale.

28TONDUMPTRAILER
The biggest dump trailer in our program
European technology meets North- American design in
OJB-Industries' 28 ton dump trailer. With a water volume
of 51 cubic meters it is comparable to a Penta DB50 or
Veenhuis large body. Just as the 18 ton dump trailer, it
has a low maintenance level and is perfect for the big
work. The wide wheelbase/axle tracked width ensure
stability. To top it off, the 28 ton comes with the unique
OJB walking tandem which are the heaviest axles in the
industry.

TRUCKMOUNTDUMPTRAILER
THEFUTUREINDUMPTRUCKING
Why use expensive tractors with even more expensive tires to haul from field to farm, while
you can simply bring us a truck and get it converted for you? Our truck boxes are unique with a
sub frame and hydraulic high lift gate. You can choose a fast underbody hoist or easy accessible
front mount hoist. The box is mounted on the frame with U- bolts so you can easily switch from
one truck to another.
Our boxes are up to 28 ft length with a high lift gate. The truck boxes are legal 8ft 6inch
width so you won't have a problems licensing your truck. All truck boxes have a steel wall and
are 3 inches tapered.
We have a turn key solution for your truck mount; we can install the box, PTO, hydraulics
and controls. With all the options you can choose from, we are sure to offer you the equipment
needed to get the job done. All you have to do is bring us a truck and we'll take care of the
rest.

PRODUCTFEATURES
BOXED-INTANDEM

HYDRAULICTAILGATE

The OJB tandem is made of of ¾ plate and
is completely boxed in. Thanks to its
innovative design, it reduces weight on the
front tires when driving over an obstacle. The
tandems have ADR 6?x6?axles with heavy
bearings and 420mm drum brakes. The brakes
can either be hydraulic or air operated.

Our new and improved tailgate comes
with mechanical locks which are operated by
the tailgate cylinder. The locks prevent
leaking of semi liquid materials or grain.
Opening and closing of the tailgate goes
hydraulic which runs on your tractor remote.

WIDEBODY
Because of the wide body and an even
wider frame, our dump trailer is extremely
stable and therefore safe to work with.
Outside to outside wheels measures 11?6?. All
trailers come with a bumper and deluxe tail
lights.

STEELSHAFT
The tandem pivots on a 4?solid C1045
steel shaft. The shaft goes all the way to the
middle of the trailer and can be greased
through the centre. The tandem has
replaceable hardened steel bushings.

PRODUCTFEATURES
OPENFRONT
The new model dump wagons have a rail
made out of 3×4 HSS tubing all around the
top, which gives extra stiffness if the wagon
gets loaded by a loader. The open front gives
you visibility into the box. The lower edge on
the front gives the harvester a bigger target
when opening up fields.

LONGTONGUE
The long tongue makes maneuvering easy
and allows you to use a tractor with duals
without hitting the box when taking sharp
turns. All tongues are hydraulic operated.
With this feature you can lower the front
while opening up a field and you can unhook
the dump wagon without using a jack.

OPTIONS
Our flexibility offers a great variety in upgrades, modifications and additional options. We want
to make sure we deliver the right product to meet the demands of your specific need and
requirements. Don't hesitate to ask us for more customised options for your personal wishes.

- TONGUESUSPENSION
- SIDEWALLEXTENSIONS
- DIFFERENTTIRESIZES
- HYDRAULICBRAKES
- TARP

PRODUCTSPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONDRAWINGSOJB- ST28

PRODUCTSPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDFEATURES
-

Walking beam tandem

-

Hydraulic drum brakes

-

Swivel hitch

-

Hydraulic tong

-

Hydraulic pitch frame and box

-

Hydraulic tailgate

-

Grain door

-

Mechanical tailgate latch

SPECIFICATIONS
Model

OJB-ST18

OJB-ST28

Total height

11 ft

12 ft

Total width

108 inch

132 inch

Interial dimensions

24'x 8' x 7'

24' x 10' x 7'

Silage capacity

18 ton

23 ton

Volume flush

1400 c/feet - 35 c/meter

1800 c/feet - 51 c/meter meter

Heaped Volume
Max Payload

1550 c/feet - 44 c/meter
18 metric ton

2100 c/feet - 59.5 c/meter
28 metric ton

Empty weight
Standard tire size

7.5 metric ton
710/40r22.5

11 metric ton
800/45r26.5

Hoist volume

38.6 litre

38.6 litre
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